WING LUKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
**SDAT GOALS**

**School is like a family**

- Care for all students, bring everybody along (learner centered environment)
- Teachers share responsibility for students (collaboration)
- Dragon Block exercises (personalizing environment)

**Welcoming**

- “We want for parents to be able to come to school, feel welcome and see the rest of the school”. (Inviting aesthetic)

**Secure**

- “When parents drop their kids off, they should know they are safe.” Safe and secure grounds.
- Administration has good visibility and supervision of the site.

**Community Use**

- Community connections and partnerships

**Use the whole site for learning**

- Take full advantage of the grounds for play, discovery, and education
- Take advantage of the views
Demolish the existing elementary school and construct a new 82,000 SF elementary school for a capacity of 500 students to address projected growth and to provide students in the South Beacon Hill neighborhood.

- 22 Core Academic Classrooms / 2 Self-Contained Special Education
+ Front Entry
+ 37th Ave S
Central Courtyard
+ Terracing Landscape
ELS Breakout Space
ELS Breakout Space
Hallway Nook
Library Reading Nook
Library Reading Corner
Gym Lobby
Commons Lunch
Commons Performance